MILI... ¡MILAGRO!
Chicklit Novel

Sylvia Martín
What if your boss used the publishing company
as a front for an erotic phone line?

Synopsis
During his summer vacation, Super has hired Daniel, the double for an actor in a Coca Cola
TV ad, as a phone operator for an erotic phone line in which Mili will takepart. Really, Mili in
an adult phone line?
Clandenstine deliveries, lies, excuses, stupid accidents and an all-out party will makethe story’s
protagonist see what is really important: be yourself and don’t give up your principles.

Mili…Milagro has been defined as the new Spanish Bridget Jones.
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Sylvia Martín is a journalist and writer who frequently contributes to
different media outlets such as the newspaper Bajo Gallego, the magazines
Odón de Buen and Singularte, and the radio program Bajo Gallego for
the station Cadena Ser.
Following the writing of her theatrical play, Mili…Milagro is Martin’s first
inroad into the chick lit genre.
In 2013 she won the Award for Best Chicklit Author Revelation in Spain
with this novel.
You can follow her in:
Blog: http://estoesunpuntoyaparte.blogspot.com.es/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SylviaMartinH
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SylviaMartin_

Sales pitch
-This is a light and fresh novel that hooks the reader from the first moment thanks to its
addictive,dynamic and entertaining humor, as well as its affectionate tone. It has already been
dubbed as the new Spanish Bridget Jones within the blogosphere. The novel’s relaxed and
refreshing writing style will make you laugh out loud.
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-This is an optimistic and fun novel that will keep you reading until the very last page.
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-The book does not have a predictable plot. Here, nothing is as it appears. The plot is really
funny and full of unexpected twists and comic situations. The sexual tension between Mili and
Daniel is coming to a head, and that will keep the reader in suspense.

